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ABSTRACT

Timbre Perception Of Cultural Insiders: A Case Study With Javanese Gamelan

Instruments

It has recently become more common to combine methodologies from the fields of

ethnomusicology and psychoacoustics to address fundamental questions concerning music

perception. Ethnomusicology emphasizes cultural context when examining the different

ways musical sounds are organized. Psychoacoustics explores the relationships between

perceptual processes and physical properties of sound. The methodologies of both

disciplines are crucial in developing a cross-cultural cognitive theory of music.

A perception experiment was performed on two groups of Western musicians:

one with training in Javanese gamelan music (the Gamelan group), and one without

training in Javanese gamelan (the Western group). This study examined whether changes

in timbre perception occurred in adults who were trained in another culture's music

compared to naive listeners. The two groups' perceptions were also compared between an

isolated tone and a melodic context to determine where the effects of training were most

salient.

A mathematical technique known as Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) showed

that all subjects based their ratings on two factors during both contexts. In the isolated

tone context, the two subject groups did not differ in their timbre perception. In the

melodic context, the subject groups diverged in a statistically significant manner. Multiple

regression analysis showed that in the isolated tone context, attack centroid (a measure of

the spectral energy distribution during the initial 50 milliseconds of the tone) was

emphasized almost equally by both groups, along with an unknown psychological factor.

In the melodic context, the Gamelan group focused their attention almost completely on

the attack centroid while the Western group focused their attention roughly the same

between the attack centroid and the middle portion of the amplitude envelope.
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These results indicate that timbre perception in the music of another culture is

modified when a listener has received training in that music, even as an adult. A musical

context is needed for these modifications to become apparent, however, otherwise training

has no effect on processing timbre. It would appear that attention is directed to acoustical

properties that provide meaning to a musical context by those listeners who are familiar

with that context. Conversely, listeners who are naive of another culture's musical

contexts do not focus their attention on those specific acoustical properties.
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CHAPTER 1: CROSS-CULTURAL APPROACHES TO PERCEPTION RESEARCH

Ethnomusicology and Psychoacoustics

At first glance, the disciplines of ethnomusicology and psychoacoustics seem to

pursue mutually exclusive areas in music research, with ethnomusicology immersed in the

humanities and psychoacoustics in the social and physical sciences. On closer inspection,

however, they meet at a point where fundamental questions about music are raised

(Tolbert 1992: 7). Ethnomusicology shows that musical meaning has distinct implications

within a specific cultural context, but broader issues found in the various fields of human

perception have been minimally explored. The relative lack of empirical studies in

ethnomusicology prevents an informed cross-cultural cognitive theory of music from being

realized (ibid). Psychoacoustics (also called psychophysics of hearing) helps develop

cognitive theories of music, and is concerned with the relationship between physical

properties of sound such as waveforms, frequency, spectrum, and intensity, and perceptual

experiences such as pitch, timbre, and loudness (Parncutt 1989: 16, 19). One of the aims

of psychoacoustics is to discover which physical properties are responsible for perceptual

responses and how they can be used to predict those responses. Music perception

theories based solely on psychoacoustic experiments, however, have usually neglected to

account for culture. By bringing together the humanistic and behavioural positions of

ethnomusicology and the scientific position of psychoacoustics we can begin to work

toward more complete models of music perception that take into account different levels

of cultural knowledge.
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The Cultural Insider

Ethnomusicology as a discipline is usually thought of as a combination of music

and anthropology, or the study of music in its cultural context. The techniques of

anthropology serve as a guide for those who want to study how music specifically fits into

and reflects the surrounding culture of a group of people. Ethnomusicologists and

musicians often focus on one culture or one type of music within a culture and invest

enough time in the field or other suitable environment to become a knowledgeable

participant in the culture, a "cultural insider"--learning the language, social and religious

customs, and musical systems. In this way, one learns and possibly tries to explain the

theory of a foreign music system as well as the cultural factors surrounding its foundations

and practice. These factors include religious, historical, geographical, linguistic, and

political issues that help shape and evolve any music system. By its very nature then,

ethnomusicology is a multidisciplinary endeavour, pooling information from various

sources and guided by the methodology of anthropologists.

As anthropologists tend to leave issues of psychology out of their writings, so do

ethnomusicologists. But in so doing, some fundamental ethnomusicological questions

such as "How does cultural knowledge affect the way we listen to music?" remain formally

untested in the laboratory. Until recently, much of the ethnomusicology literature focused

on one type of music in one culture, usually outside the art music of Western Europe. The

discipline of ethnomusicology has now expanded its investigations to include urban, pop,

and folk music, and tends to focus either on structuralist concepts--formal aspects of

melody, rhythm, or how music is used in a functionalist manner to accompany ceremony

and ritual. It is necessary, though perhaps not sufficient, to learn both musical and social

rules in order to become a "cultural insider" The testing of psychomusicological

processes that are involved in learning and internalizing these rules, however, also need to

be examined. Experimental evidence on whether perceptual changes occur in those who

2



are trained as adults in another culture's music system is rather scant. But it is precisely

these processes and changes that can provide new perspectives on the inner workings of

how culture or cultural knowledge affects the way we listen to music.

Isolated Tones vs. Musical Context

Music psychologists and psychoacousticians have only recently begun to make

investigations into musical phenomena and processes where cultural context is

acknowledeged. In the past, few have attempted to rigourously control for culture or use

it as the focus of their investigation, but this endeavour is slowly establishing itself in the

music perception field. Past psychoacoustic experiments used simple tones with

controllable acoustic parameters and separated them from any musical or cultural context.

These experimenters tended to employ isolated complex tones to examine attributes such

as pitch because it was considered important in Western art music as the basis of harmony.

It was recognized throughout the 1970's, however, that perceptions made with isolated

tones did not necessarily transfer to a musical context, and researchers began to

investigate these differences (Dewar 1974; Dewar, Cuddy & Mewhort 1977; Dowling

1978; Cohen 1975; Attneave and Olson 1971; Krumhansl 1979; cited in Krumhansl and

Shepard 1979: 582). Without delving into the myriad of pitch perception experiments, it

can be safely stated that those who have investigated musical pitch came to a general

agreement on the importance of using a musical context.'

Though less popular than pitch (but more in keeping with the present study),

timbre perception experiments also tended to use isolated tones to: a) compare its

different segments, such as attack versus steady-state (Saldanha and Corso 1964; Berger

1964; Wedin and Goude 1972, cited in Grey 1978 ), or b) to control for other musical

1 What exactly constitutes a musical context can be debated, though in this study and several of those
mentioned above it refers to a type of musical phrase, such as a melody.
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variables, such as pitch, loudness, and duration (Plomp 1970, Wedin and Goude 1972;

Wessel 1973; Miller and Carterette 1975; Grey 1975, 1977). Grey (1978) gives a further

review of experimenters who used isolated tones to examine categorical perception of

timbre, verbal examinations of timbre, as well as timbre recognition and discrimination

(p467). Past and present studies of both pitch and timbre which limit themselves to these

isolated tones, however, only yield information "on how the ear responds to isolated tones

or tones in random sequences, not how the listener perceives tones in organized musical

sequences" (Krumhansl and Shepard 1979: 579). Presenting timbres in a musical context

might reveal attributes of timbre that do not exist in isolated tones, due to articulation

patterns exposed in a musical phrase or due to a variety of pitches forming a "composite

spectral map of the instrument" (Grey 1978: 467). Generally speaking, different criteria

may exist when making a similarity judgment between the timbres of two isolated tones

and two timbres in a musical context (ibid).

Grey (1978), for example, tested the discriminability of two versions of three

instrumental timbres (clarinet, trumpet, and bassoon) in twelve stimulus contexts (four

isolated tonal contexts, four single-voice musical patterns and four mulitvoice patterns).

He found that the context of presentation had a significant effect on subjects' ability to

discriminate between the two versions of each instrument, though the effect of the context

depended on which timbre was used (p470). Grey concluded that "musical contexts seem

to extend and amplify spectral differences between tones, while isolated contexts may

make slight temporal differences more apparent" (p471). It should be noted, however,

that Grey used synthetic methods of producing the different versions of the instruments,

and it was the discriminability between these different versions, not between the different

instruments, that was tested. In contrast, the current study used natural instruments rather

than synthetic tones to examine the effect of a musical context on similarity judgments by

presenting each timbre as a melody as well as an isolated tone.



Universals in Music and Cross-Cultural Perception Studies

Besides the relatively infrequent use of a musical context, it was mentioned above

that psychoacoustic experiments were also rarely contextualized in terms of culture. The

conclusions reached in the above-mentioned studies, for example, could be confined only

to the subjects' culture, and their familiarity with the cultural context of the musical

sequence should be noted. Psychomusicological claims made in these studies are not

necessarily inaccurate, but they do lack the evidence needed to be consistent with

hypotheses of either universal or culture-specific perceptual phenomena. Dowling and

Harwood summarize the needed balance as follows: "Describing our hearing music is

partly how the auditory system processes the basic dimensions of sound and how our

cultural learning and our familiarity with a particular style of music leads us to hear it in a

certain way" (1986: x). A study by Harshberger (1992) made an attempt at achieving this

balance by investigating whether listeners with and without training in Indonesian gamelan

differed in their perceptions of Javanese and Balinese isolated gong tones. His results

indicated that the two groups did not significantly differ in their perceptions, which was

inconsistent with his hypothesis. One may speculate that the isolated tones failed to

capture a context where cultural knowledge in the form of music training could be

robustly used by the subjects and measured by the experimenter.

A different experiment by Vaughn (1992) indicated that consonance/dissonance

ratings of North Indian Thats (scales) by Western and Indian musicians were affected by a)

the drone of the tambura (a long-necked lute), and b) the level of explicit knowledge of

Indian music theory. It was found that spectral properties of the tambura affected

Western musicians' judgments of consonance, whereas the music-theoretical relation

between the drone contexts and the Thats influenced the divergent ratings of the Indian

musicians. These experiments are examples of music perception investigations that

attempt to account for culture. There is a clear need for more culture-sensitive music

5
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perception research that combines the bodies of knowledge found in ethnomusicology,

psychomusicology, and related sciences such as psychoacoustics and physical acoustics.

The combination of these disciplines would help fill a gap in our knowledge

concerning which aspects of music perception are culture sensitive and which are

universal. There is a body of literature by ethnomusicologists that has debated the issue of

universals in music (Blacking 1977; Harrison 1977; Harwood 1976; Hood 1977; Khe

1977; Koskoff 1977; List 1971, 1977; Lomax 1977; McAllester 1971; Nettl 1977, 1983;

Seeger 1971). Some ethnomusicologists have contended that human physical and

cognitive systems allow for perceptual universals to exist and for humans to socially

engage in music behaviour, while others have maintained that there will always be an

exception to any "universal" that is found, whether in sound structures or social

behaviours. What these scholars--with the possible exception of Lomax and his

controversial cantometrics study published in 1968--have in common is that their debate

has been confined to the philosophical realm, usually neglecting to perform any sort of

perceptual testing.

Arguments for or against universals based on a closer examination of available

perceptual data, however, may bring us no closer to a consensus. Dowling and Harwood

contend that basic psychological dimensions such as pitch, loudness, duration, and timbre

appear in all cultures and that differences arise in how these dimensions are arranged and

organized into patterns (1986: x). It is likely that the psychological dimensions mentioned

above are captured in an isolated tone context and are therefore universally perceived,

while a musical context is more likely to capture the higher-level perceptual processes that

are affected by cultural learning. Ethnomusicology studies usually include descriptions of

how pitch, loudness, duration (in the form of rhythm), and timbre are used when reporting

the many aspects of a musical culture. No formal survey or study, however, has been

conducted to verify Dowling and Harwood's position, namely that the
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psychomusicological aspects they describe appear or are considered meaningful within all

cultures.

Cross-cultural perceptual testing carried out by Dowling and others has shown that

certain musical, perceptual phenomena occur universally regardless of the musical or

cultural background of the subjects. These studies established the universality of a) the

use of discrete pitch intervals, b) octave equivalence, and c) the presence of four to seven

focal pitches in an octave (Dowling and Harwood 1986: 4; Burns 1974). The physiology

of the ear and brain may also be thought of as a universal, but whether the universality of

the above-mentioned perceptual phenomena depends on a physiological consistency of the

auditory system, including the auditory cortex, is unknown. It is unclear, for example,

whether the physical aspects of music such as frequency or intensity of sounds (tested with

isolated tones for example) are perceived differently by various cultures despite

physiological consistencies of the ear. Conversely, it is unclear whether a universal

process exists for perceiving isolated tones despite the different musical uses to which they

are applied in different cultures. The phenomena described by Dowling and Harwood may

be examples of universality, but these phenomena remain little understood both on a

neurological level and a developmental level.

A study carried out by Rosch (1974) serves as an analogy to the lower-level

perceptual processes that are likely to exist in musical universals. Rosch examined

whether colour perception was affected by the lexicon of a language. She found that

"basic color terminology appears to be universal and that perceptually salient focal colors

appear to form natural prototypes for the development of color terms" (p116). In other

words, underlying perceptual-cognitive factors of the colour space influences linguistic

categories, and these categories do not effect the basic discrimination of colours.

Similarly, the way a culture organizes isolated tones into a musical context should not

effect the basic lower-level perceptual processes involved with processing isolated tones.



Therefore isolated tones should be processed and perceived in a universally consistent

manner while a musical context should trigger the effects of cultural/musical learning.

Vision and Speech Perception Studies

At present, research on the physiological basis of visual and speech modalities is

more advanced than is research on the physiological basis of music perception, but

questions and arguments formulated by analogy are still useful. Nobel Prize winners

David Hubei and Torsten Wiesel showed conclusively that visual stimuli deprivation at

critical stages of development produced anatomical changes in the structure of visual

cortex (ocular dominance columns) that resulted in perceptual deficits which remained

throughout adult life (Hubei 1988). It is clear that visual cortex is modified early in life

due to visual input shaping synaptic function between neurons. There is reason to suspect

that this type of plasticity exists in parts of the brain responsible for other sensory

modalities, and as Hubei maintains, the degree of plasticity may vary region to region:

"The modifiability of different cortical regions and the age span over which the
modifications can occur will probably turn out to vary widely from area to area in the
brain, perhaps with the primary visual cortex at one extreme, with the least plasticity
and confined to the least number of postnatal years." (Hubei 1988: 217)

A considerable amount of variation exists in the anatomical localization of

language in the human brain (Ojemann 1991), indicating that plasticity does exist in

modalities other than vision. In speech perception experiments, Werker and Tees showed

that infants up to one year of age were able to detect differences between the phonetic

units of a variety of languages, both familiar and non-familiar, implying that innate factors

were responsible for human speech perception (Werker and Tees 1984; Eimas, Miller,

Jusczyk 1987: 161-195; Kuhl 1987: 275-382, cited in Kuhl 1992: 606). Kuhl and others

8
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went on to show that by the age of six months, exposure to a specific language altered

infants' phonetic perception. Infants from the United States and Sweden were tested with

vowel sounds in both native and foreign languages, and both groups "exhibited a

language-specific pattern of phonetic perception" (Kuhl 1992: 606). As the studies of

Hubel and Wiesel showed that vision perception is shaped by visual experience, the ability

to differentiate between certain speech sounds became reduced or "streamlined" as a result

of exposure to a specific language by the age of six months. By adulthood, the effects on

speech perception due to linguistic experience are strong, to the point that specific

phonetic segments that can be differentiated by a speaker in one language cannot be

differentiated by the speaker of another language (Werker and Tees 1984; Werker and

Lalonde 1988; Goto 1971; Miyawaki 1975; Strange and Dittmann 1984, cited in Kuhl

1992: 606).

Implications for Timbre Research

The findings of Kuhl and others have important implications for timbre perception

research in music, considering that acoustic properties of vowels are associated with

musical timbres in the psychoacoustic literature. Olson (1967), Seashore (1938), and

Slawson (1968), all have argued that the perception of steady-state timbres for

instruments was handled by the same auditory mechanisms that mediated perception of

vowel timbres (cited in Dowling and Harwood 1986: 68). Schillinger (1941) and Ott

(1969) suggested that instruments be classified according to their similarity to vowel

sounds to assist students of orchestration. Evidence given by Meyer (1978) indeed

showed that formants in certain Western orchestral instruments corresponded to the first

formants of rounded vowels (cited in Sandell 1991: 14,16). Terhardt was more general,

describing "tonalness" as a sensory dimension of musical timbre, one which was shared

with the properties of a single complex tone such as a speech vowel (Terhardt 1983, cited
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in Parncutt 1989: 25). It is known that some of the properties associated with vowels, as

well as musical timbres, include the absolute frequencies and amplitudes of pure tone

components (spectral content) (Parncutt 1989: 25) as well as asynchronous changes in the

amplitudes of formants, attack features, and continuities of fundamentals (Bregman 1990).

Terhardt also hypothesized that the familiarity of the auditory system with harmonic

complex tones provided a basis from which we become sensitized to consonance and other

musical elements, and that this sensitivity can be cultivated by repeated exposure to

specific patterns of speech vowels (Terhardt 1983 cited in Parncutt 1989: 17).

Whether musical timbres of specific cultures are consistent with the "timbres" of

their corresponding language or speech, is a question that has yet to be answered. By

analogy with Werker's and Kuhl's speech perception data, however, those who have been

exposed to the timbres of their traditional music at a critical period of development may

have had their timbral perception abilities altered in specific ways. 2 Though adults learn to

speak and understand foreign languages, and are trained to perform in and understand

foreign music systems, there seem to be specific abilities possessed by the native speaker

or musician that remain beyond the reach of the adult-trained foreigner.

The Cultural Insider Learning Curve

A much larger, more complex series of experiments entailing prolonged fieldwork

would be necessary to compare perceptions of adult-trained musicians in one culture with

native musicians in another culture. One can imagine a "cultural insider learning curve",

which progresses from a naive listener at one end to a trained non-native and finally to a

native listener at the other end. This study proposes an experiment that seeks to explore

differences in perception between naive listeners and trained non-native listeners.

2 This analogy could potentially extend beyond vowels and timbre to include shared rhythmic or tonal
properties of speech and music perception.
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Specifically, it investigates whether Western musicians who have been trained in Javanese

music as adults (trained non-native listeners) have different perceptions from Western

musicians who have not been previously exposed to Javanese music (naive listeners). The

experiment performed by Harshberger (1992) underscores the need for using an

appropriate cultural/musical context where a cognitive response sensitive to training can

be invoked.

This experiment therefore assumes that it is possible to advance on the "learning

curve of the cultural insider" through the acquisition of musical knowledge. Hoffman

argues that music cannot be separated from culture, that "musical knowledge is based on

the same epistemology which underlies and pervades the entire culture" (1978: 69). He

views music as being "another manifestation of the patterns for perceiving and imposing

order on the phenomenal world" (ibid), and that this manifestation is the same as culture.

If the understanding of music is made possible through "a shared set of assumptions about

what music is" (ibid), then by extension culture may be seen as a set of cognitive responses

shared by a group of people. It can therefore be argued that evidence for cultural

knowledge exists when particular, but shared, cognitive responses are evoked from stimuli

in the environment, such as musical stimuli

Testing Cognitive Processes in the Laboratory

A significant issue we are faced with is how we know whether the transformation

from naive listener to cultural insider has taken place, and whether such a transformation

can be tested. Traveling to the field is an ethnomusicologist's ideal setting to examine

these processes, but this is often far from pragmatic, and lacks the types of controls only a

laboratory setting can provide. The present study is an empirical one, and it is

acknowledged here that an experimental setting is biased in favour of a Western analytic

approach, as well as that the laboratory is a constrained cultural context. All subjects in
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the experiment, however, are Western. Consequently, potential translation problems as

well as cultural confusions about an experimental approach which may have occurred in

the field are avoided. The underlying assumption when testing perceptual processes in a

laboratory is expressed by Dowling and Harwood, specifically that "the same component

processes of cognition [operating in the lab, sic] continue to operate out in the world in

real-life situations" (1986: x). It is beyond the scope of this study to carry on a prolonged

philosophical debate on the merits and pitfalls of testing cognitive processes in a

laboratory setting. There are numerous writings on this subject, arguing for and against

the validity of testing cognitive phenomena in the laboratory. An excellent summary of

arguments and authors' positions can be found in Consciousness Explained by Daniel

Dennett (1991). Dennett debated and ultimately provided rigourous and sound

philosophical arguments in favor of studying consciousness in the laboratory. Borrowing

philosophical support from Dennett, this study assumes that the laboratory can provide

insights into cognitive processes of music.

What this study is attempting, then, is to combine ethnomusicology and

psychoacoustics by examining the ethnomusicological issue of becoming a cultural insider

within the psychoacoustic setting of a laboratory experiment. As mentioned above, the

general experimental question that arises can be formulated as follows: Are musical

experiences that have been conditioned by cultural learning different from those of a naive

listener? Despite the fact that this study takes an exploratory approach, the above

question nevertheless needs to be more specific--confining itself to a specific culture, for

example, and a specific aspect of music that influences "the musical experience". It was

mentioned earlier that Westerners with and without training in Javanese music will be

examined. There are many factors that influence the choice of a specific culture, not least

of which concerns what materials and subjects are available to the investigator.



Javanese Gamelan as Cultural and Musical Context

The city of Vancouver is fortunate to have a complete set of classical Javanese

gamelan instruments (Kyai Madu Sari--The Venerable Essence of Honey) at Simon Fraser

University in Vancouver, British Columbia. Since 1986, when the University acquired the

gamelan as a gift from the Indonesian government, an ensemble of musicians from the

Vancouver community has become familiar with the foundations and practice of gamelan

performance, through instruction from Javanese master musicians and in many cases by

travelling and studying music in Java. These people provided a group of subjects who are

not native to Java, but may be considered cultural insiders through their acquired musical

knowledge of and personal experiences with that culture. This group of subjects (N=10)

was compared with a control group (N=10) of naive listeners--cultural outsiders. This

control group of naive listeners was also comprised of Western musicians (from the

School of Music at the University of British Columbia) but had no previous exposure to

gamelan music.

In deciding what musical factors should be investigated, those considered

important in Javanese music that could therefore trigger a cognitive response among

cultural insiders became candidates. The stratified, heterophonic or polyphonic nature of

Javanese gamelan music requires that the various instruments be perceptually

distinguishable lest the layers of music lose their identity. If these layers remained

indistinguishable, players would miss the various cues that allow them to keep their place

in the piece, perform or improvise appropriate variations, and generally keep the structure

of the music intact. The primary psychological dimensions along which sounds differ from

one another are pitch, loudness, duration, and timbre (Dowling and Harwood 1986: 19),

so it is to these dimensions that we turn. The literature that describes auditory stream

segregation outlines various auditory processes that serve to differentiate or stream

musical lines. A description of these processes with supporting experimental data by a
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number of researchers was given by the psychologist Albert Bregman (1990). Factors that

influence the segregation of streams include those dimensions given above (pitch,

loudness, duration, and timbre) as well as spatial location cues. Examining these

dimensions and processes systematically is an approach that can determine which musical

factor is suitable for testing here.

One method of separating musical layers in a Javanese gamelan performance

setting is through spatial location cues, where instruments can be identified by their

location in the performance space. As the number of instruments playing simultaneously

increases, however, these clues become less salient and need to be compounded with other

factors for them to stream. A full Javanese gamelan (used by the Vancouver Community

Gamelan) can have up to 20 simultaneous voices interlocking with each other,

consequently spatial location cues by themselves are insufficient for robust streaming or

instrument identification to occur (Serafini 1993, unpublished observations).

Dowling and Harwood's pitch and duration categories are combined here to

correspond to Bregman's "frequency and tempo" factors in forming streams. In Javanese

music, varying the density of a specific pitch range occurring in a particular time span

demonstrates these principles at work. In other words, linear melodic lines are

distinguished through a combination of two things: a) pitch range, and b) occurrence rates

of events, or tempo. 3 Depending on its pitch range, an instrument in the gamelan will

subdivide the temporal cycle in a specific way. A general rule for Javanese music is that

the higher the pitch, the more densely it plays (ie. faster and at a higher rhythmic density)--

low gongs sound infrequently while the high-pitched peking (a metallophone instrument)

sounds very frequently. There are several instruments, however, which share the same

pitch range, and hence the same density rates. A need still exists for something to help

stream the gamelan's many voices.

3 Tempo and rhythmic density are closely related in this context in the sense that increasing the number of
events in a particular time span increases the tempo of the events. Similarly. increasing the number of
events in a particular time span increases the rhythmic density of the events.



The Use of Timbre in Javanese Gamelan

Having examined spatial location cues, pitch, and duration (tempo), we now turn

to timbre. A third method of delineating the melodic lines in gamelan music is through

timbre differences. Perceptually, timbre can serve to distinguish more simultaneous events

than loudness (intensity) (Dowling and Harwood 1986: 80). Many studies (Bregman and

Campbell 1971; Bregman and Pinker 1978; Wessel 1979; McAdams and Bregman 1979;

Singh 1987; Bregman 1990; Iverson 1993a) provide perceptual evidence that stream

segregation can be achieved through timbral differences. Functionally, timbre is used as

the prime carrier of melodic pitch material, and extra attention tends to be paid to timbral

nuances at different pitches in non-Western music, Asian and Indian music in particular

(Erickson 1975: 12,108,138). The melody is an important part of identifying a piece of

gamelan music, and is named balungun in Javanese. Sutton, in his work detailing the

traditions of gamelan music in different parts of Java, acknowledges the importance of

recognizing the balungun by stating that "...more than any other element, it is the melodic

line known as balungun (literally, "skeleton", "outline") and usually sounded in single-

octave form on saron and slenthem that identifies a particular gendhing..." (Sutton 1991:

6). 4 Sutton essentially maintains that the sound quality, or timbre, of the instrument leads

one to identify the balungun, and in turn, the gendhing.

Not only is the timbre of the balungun crucial for the proper identification of the

gendhing, but the pitches of the balungun determine what variation formulas other

instruments will use to embellish and ornament the melody. Though the rhythmic patterns

of the different instruments may vary slightly, it is the timbre of the instrument that

distinguishes one mass of variations from another (Serafini 1993, unpublished

observations). Hood gives the example of the gambang (a xylophone-type instrument) as

providing the "only melodic sound of struck wood in the ensemble, so that it is clearly

4 A gendhing is the generic term for a gamelan piece.
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distinguishable from everything else" (emphasis added; Hood 1988: 235). It is clear that

"the sound of struck wood" refers to the timbre of the gambang. Timbre has also been

favoured over pitch since the late 1800's to mark the subdivisions of cyclic temporal

patterns in Javanese gamelan music (Hoffmann 1978: 76,84). Hence, it is argued here that

timbre serves as the most effective musical dimension in streaming musical lines in

Javanese gamelan music. The special place of timbre in Javanese music causes it to

emerge as the best candidate for testing the cognitive responses of naive and culturally

conditioned subject groups.

Summary

To summarize the discussion to this point, this study uses (N=20) adult Western

musicians divided into two (N=10) subject groups: a) those who have never heard

Javanese music before (naive listeners, henceforth called the Western group), and b) those

who are familiar with the musical and cultural contexts of Javanese gamelan music through

instruction by Javanese musicians and at least two years experience of performing in a

Javanese gamelan ensemble (conditioned listeners, henceforth called the Gamelan group).

Specific tasks and procedures of the experiment will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Acoustical analysis of the musical instruments and empirical analysis of responses by the

subjects were used to determine whether different timbral templates existed among the

two subject groups, and whether a melodic context had any effect on subjects' ratings, and

hence on timbre organization.

We proceed in Chapter 2 to examine the literature of auditory perception and

psychoacoustics. Chapter 3 will explain the empirical study at hand in more detail, and

introduce the stimulus materials under investigation. Chapter 4 will summarize the

findings and results, and interpret them as conclusions of the study. Future possibilities

suggested by this study will also be briefly examined.



CHAPTER 2: TIMBRE PERCEPTION RESEARCH

Innate vs. Schema-based Processes

Timbre perception studies which compare different levels of cultural knowledge

are few and far between, since the topic has only received attention within the last few

years. The present study, Harshberger's (1992) study of Indonesian gong tones, and

Vaughn and Carterette's (1989) tambura drone experiment represent the bulk of empirical

investigations concerning this type of timbre perception. All of these studies use subject

groups whose differences in experience are based on cultural knowledge, or learning.

They all relate to a much older question, one which concerns the distinction between

innate processes and acquired or learned behaviours. Innate processes are related to

evolution or physiology and termed phylogenetic while acquired processes, familiarity, or

individual development are all described by the term ontogenetic (Parncutt 1989: 48-9).

Parncutt describes the perceptions in a particular musical culture as "a multilayered

process of pattern recognition, based on familiarity" (ibid: 49). Specific patterns of sound

are repeatedly heard by listeners, allowing them to become more sensitive to certain

aspects of sound that are organized in specific ways by that musical culture (ibid: 50).

Other investigators, such as the psychologist Albert Bregman, refer to familiarity

as a process of building schemata. Bregman states that analyzing the auditory scene is

accomplished by both primitive (innate) and schema-based processes that collaborate to

organize auditory stimuli (1990: 38,40). Bregman is mostly concerned with stream

segregation, which borrows concepts from Gestalt psychology to explain what factors are

involved in grouping stimuli into distinct perceptual units. Bregman characterizes

primitive segregation as physiological constancies in the human auditory system that

provide general capabilities to segregate sounds (1990: 40). Being regularly exposed to

particular sets of stimuli would then "refine the ability of the perceiver" (ibid) and allow
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them to build schemata--mental representations and attention controls--in these specific

environments. Though Bregman refers mostly to stream segregation, his method of

dividing processes into primitive and schema-based categories can be applied to many

different processes of musical organization, including timbre perception. For the present,

examining timbre and the building of musical streams goes beyond the needs of the current

experiment. Attention will focus instead on more general timbre perception studies and

the empirical techniques used to examine their perceptual data.

Acoustic Properties of Timbre

Many more timbre perception studies have been carried out using Western

orchestral instruments for stimuli (or synthetic versions of their sounds) 5 than non-

Western instruments, and these studies have relied mostly on an isolated tone context.

Western instruments are known to display harmonic spectra (Parncutt 1989: 80), where

purely harmonic relationships exist between partials, while many instruments outside the

Western orchestral sphere display departures from these harmonic relationships; they

exhibit inharmonic spectra. Conclusions made in studies of instruments with harmonic

spectra may not necessarily carry over to sounds with inharmonic spectra. Spectrum is

not the only concern when researching timbre, however.

Investigating timbre on a psychoacoustical level can be more difficult than

investigating other musical dimensions. While pitch, loudness, and duration have

dominant physical correlates to frequency, intensity, and time, timbre comprises a category

that is complex and multidimensional (Plomp 1976; Wedin and Goude 1972). Timbre is

5 Berger (1964); von Bismarck (1974): Bregman and Pinker (1978); Clark and Miller (1964); Freed
(1990); Gordon and Grey (1978); Gordon (1987): Grey and Gordon (1978); Grey and Moorer (1977);
Grey (1975, 1977, 1978); Howard and Silverman (1976); Kendall and Carterette (1991); Krumhansl and
Iverson (1992); Lerdahl (1987): McAdams (1984): Melara and Marks (1990); Plomp and Steeneken
(1971); Plomp (1970); Saldanha and Corso (1964): Sandell (1991): Singh (1987): Slawson (1985); Wedin
and Goude (1972); Wessel (1979) represent the more widely known studies, but this is not an exhaustive
list.
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often described as sound quality or "colour" and as what is left over after pitch, loudness,

and duration have been equalized (Dowling and Harwood 1986; Wessel 1979; Grey 1975,

1977; Grey and Moorer 1977; McAdams 1984; Plomp 1976; Wedin and Goude 1972).

Bregman and other researchers cited above acknowledge the common problem of defining

timbre. Unlike other acoustic categories such as frequency and intensity, timbre is defined

in the negative and lacks a straightforward physical correlate. Timbre is described by

Bregman as a "wastebasket" category (Bregman 1991: 92) defined as something which is

not pitch, loudness, or duration. Despite this unsatisfactory definition, past research has

given some insight to what physical properties constitute the timbre of a musical

instrument. Two attributes which repeatedly surface in timbre perception experiments are

the attack of a tone and a tone's spectrum. These are very briefly described below.

Attack

Studies over the past three decades have shown that in order for sounds to be

heard as musical, their attacks must exhibit complexity (Sandell 1991: 95) (reviews of this

literature can be found in Grey 1975:1-15; Risset and Wessel 1982; Freed 1990; and

Handel 1989: 226-263). More specifically, the attack of an instrument has been closely

associated with its identifiability. Stumpf (1890) (cited in Erickson 1975: 60) and Berger

(1964) found that when an attack was artificially suppressed, a person's ability to identify

the musical instrument was lost. Grey (1975: 67) found that several features of the attack

play an important role in influencing listeners' timbre similarity judgments. He interpreted

that high-frequency, low-amplitude inharmonic energy (noise) during the attack segment

of a tone and the amount of synchrony among the amplitude envelopes of upper harmonics

during the attack were responsible for 2 out of 3 dimensions in the perceptual space of his

subjects. Gordon (1987) devised a mathematical model to predict and measure

perceptual attack time (PAT). He defined PAT as "the time a tone's moment of attack
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or most salient metrical feature is perceived relative to its physical onset" (Gordon 1987:

88). Gordon found that amplitude or intensity cues, physically measured by the slope of

the rise, were the most influential attributes in predicting PAT. These measurements of

attack are now among the standard acoustical properties that are explored when

examining timbre in large studies (see Sandell 1991 and Iverson 1993a).

Spectrum

The spectrum of a tone is often categorized as "dark" or "bright". These verbal

descriptions actually pertain to the amount of energy in the various frequency bands of a

tone. When the "overall energy concentration of the spectrum" (von Bismarck 1974: 156-

7) or "the midpoint of the energy distribution" (Lichte 1941: 472, cited in Sandell 1991:

15) is positioned at a relatively low frequency, the tone is said to have a "dark" spectral

centroid (Gordon and Grey 1978; Wessel 1978). Conversely, when the midpoint of the

energy is positioned at a relatively high frequency, the tone is said to be "bright" (ibid).

The prime dimension in many of the timbre studies noted above (especially Grey and his

colleagues) was found to relate either to formant structure or to spectrum. In one study

by Grey and Gordon (1978) for example, spectral patterns in four pairs of instrument

tones were exchanged, resulting in shifts of position along the spectral dimension from the

original timbre space. How the spectrum of a tone changes over time was also found to

be particularly influential in timbre perception judgments. Sandell (1991: 146-178)

provides explanations of more specific acoustic factors associated with spectral

fluctuation. Those attributes that are important to the present study will be discussed in

Chapter 3.



Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)

The mathematical data analysis technique most widely used in timbre perception

experiments and also used in the present study is Multidimensional Scaling (MDS).

This tool is particularly useful for timbre studies because timbre has several physical

correlates that may not all emerge or be recovered in a particular investigation. MDS

provides a way to understand the relationships between objects (in this case, timbres of

instruments) without having to know beforehand what the underlying dimensions are in a

particular investigation (Schiffman, Reynolds, Young 1981: 3). The algorithm

systematizes a set of numbers that signifies all combinations of pairs of similarities and

enables the experimenter to represent these similarities as geometric distances on a map

with a minimum of bias or contamination. Objects judged to be dissimilar are more distant

from one another than objects judged to be similar.

Similarity judgments are used in MDS as the principal means of discovering the

"underlying structure of relationships among a group of stimuli" (ibid: 19). This structure

is represented by a number of dimensions which can be later interpreted (as acoustical

factors, for example). Not all factors responsible for the ratings given may be recovered

by an MDS solution because of the nature of the investigation. Furthermore, it is not

necessary for those factors or dimensions which are recovered to be physically

interpretable. Though MDS represents the data in a convenient and attractive form, it is

left to the experimenter to determine how the dimensions should be interpreted. In a

timbre study for example, one would look at both ends of the recovered dimension to see

if there is an acoustic property that exhibits a clear change, such as spectral centroid.

Gordon and Grey noted that the psychological relationships represented by MDS may not

always correspond to physical relationships in the stimuli (1978: 24). This lack of a

physical interpretation does not invalidate the solution, but merely indicates that something

not physically measurable is influencing subjects' responses. Other factors, such as
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psychological ones, may emerge as a dimension in an MDS solution possibly rendering it

uninterpretable by the experimenter .

Similarity judgments can be thought of as distances "as the crow flies" (called

Euclidean distances) between major cities on a map of Canada. Based on these distances,

MDS would provide a map with North-South and West-East dimensions and would place

the cities at appropriate points along these dimensions. It should be noted that MDS

might not place the North-South and West-East dimensions in the form of an up-

down/left-right cross, but may place them in the form of an "X". The experimenter must

then rotate the axes to obtain the best fit of how these cities are placed with respect to

each other based on the given distances. Because an underlying structure is given by

MDS, verbal descriptions and thus language, meaning, or other such subjective barriers

are consequently removed. In other words, judgments made by subjects are based on

sensory, perceptual, or cognitive processes, but these processes are not expressed as

verbal descriptions, and noise in the underlying structure is therefore reduced.

The number of recoverable dimensions in an MDS solution depends on how many

stimuli the experimenter is using and on how many subjects are involved in the study, as

well as on how many dimensions would be needed ideally to represent the relationships

studied. It can be determined by noting changes in goodness of fit with changes in

dimensionality given in the output of a standard MDS solution. Kruskal and Wish (1978)

recommend at least 9 stimuli for two dimensions, others recommend 12 or more (Wessel

1978), but any of these suggestions can be modified when insufficient stimuli are available.

When less than 9 stimuli are used for a two-dimensional solution, using more than 10

subjects partly compensates (Schiffman, Reynolds, Young 1981: 24). This study, for

example, used only 6 stimuli but utilized 20 subjects, hence the MDS solution was

interpretable in two dimensions.

The procedure also "allows for individual differences in experience" while at the

same time relating the measurements to "objective properties of the items" (ibid: 4)
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Individual differences scaling (also called Subject weights) provides stimulus

coordinates for each subject as well as "a measure of how important each dimension is to

the perceptions of each subject" (ibid: 10). These numbers show the relative importance

a subject attached to each of the dimensions when they made their similarity judgment

compared to other subjects. Returning to our map of Canada example, if a subject

unconsciously perceives Vancouver as a "west coast" city rather than a "southern" city in

their ratings (compared to other major cities in Canada), the "West-East" dimension would

be weighted more heavily than the "North-South" dimension. The variation represented

by these weights between subjects is perceptual-cognitive variation (ibid: 81), which can

provide insight to differences both within and across subject groups.

We now proceed in Chapter 3 to explain the present study more closely, and to

introduce the stimulus materials under investigation.
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CHAPTER 3: STIMULI AND METHOD IN TIMBRE PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT

The purpose of this study, as mentioned in Chapter One, is to determine whether

musical auditory experiences that have been conditioned by cultural learning are different

from those of a naive listener. Specifically, it seeks to determine if a timbral template

exists among those who have been trained in Javanese gamelan music, and whether this

template causes a different response from those who have had no previous exposure to

Javanese gamelan music. In addition, the study explores whether presenting the stimuli as

isolated tones versus a melodic context has any effect on subjects' responses. Different

outcomes concerning these contexts are possible, each having their own implications. It is

possible, though not likely, that cultural learning will have no effect on either the isolated

tone or melodic context. This result would imply either that the test failed to capture the

effects of cultural learning, or that no such effects exist. Another improbable outcome

would be that a learning effect exists for an isolated tone context but not a melodic

context. This result would imply that cultural learning effects at low-level tasks do not

carry over to higher-level tasks that depend on culture-specific methods of organization.

Two more likely outcomes remain. The first is the one likely preferred by anthropologists

and ethnomusicologists, specifically that cultural learning effects will emerge in both

isolated tone and melodic/musical contexts. This outcome would potentially eliminate

distinctions currently made between lower-level perceptual tasks based on physiological

and neurological processes involved in psychoacoustics, and higher-level perceptual tasks

that require cultural conditioning (or other forms of learning) to extract culturally relevant

meanings or interpretations. This distinction would be maintained in the last

interpretation, that is, if an effect were found in the melodic context but not in the isolated

tone context.

As indicated in Chapter Two, previous pyschoacoustical studies which explored

timbre used Western orchestral sounds, which are harmonic sounds. The acoustical



properties that are identified as being important in timbre perception, such as spectral

centroid, and various attack features, have not been confirmed for inharmonic sounds.

Some of the sounds of the Javanese gamelan are inharmonic, and this study may offer

some insight on whether spectral and attack characteristics are important for both

harmonic and inharmonic timbre perception.

Using Natural Stimuli

Psychoacoustic studies often attempt to show a cause and effect relationship

between changes in specific physical parameters of the sounds they present and the

perceptual shifts that accompany those physical changes. Howard and Silverman (1976),

for example, varied complex sounds along four physical dimensions (two values for each

dimension) and asked their subjects to rate the timbral similarity of the resulting 16

sounds. This approach is useful if the investigator is aware beforehand and has control

over which few of the many parameters of a complex sound may cause perceptual

changes. In music research, some problems arise when the experiment involves stimuli

that vary along only a limited set of acoustic parameters, because they usually do not

sound musical. Since it is unknown which acoustical factors will influence the judgments

of subjects here, the stimuli should be as natural sounding as possible to preserve all of

their acoustical information. Salient features of the timbres that appear to affect the

listeners' judgments can then be extracted using MDS and guided by the findings of

previous research. Let us now turn to the stimuli used in this experiment.

The Stimuli: Selected Gamelan Instruments

The instruments used in this study all come from a typical central Javanese

gamelan orchestra. Bronze is the most common metal used in the majority of the
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gamelan's instruments which originate from the ancient gong-cultures of Southeast Asia

(Midgley 1976: 106). The stimuli chosen for this experiment were the gambang, gender,

demung, kenong, bonang, and siter. These instruments were selected because they are

all important in the formal structure of a gendhing, they possess the same pitch range, and

they are all percussive--their sounds are minimally affected by the performer, unlike wind

or bowed instruments, or singing. The suling (a flute) and rebab (a bowed fiddle) are not

only dramatically influenced by the performer, but are considered "vocal" or "additional"

instruments with minimal structural importance, whose elimination would not affect the

formal structure of a piece (Becker 1980: 67 -8). Though they possess the same pitch

range as the instruments named above, the voice, suling, and rebab were omitted for these

reasons. The percussive attributes of the above-named instruments allow their timbres to

be studied with minimal interference from performer nuances. Each instrument is briefly

described and illustrated below, followed by a depiction of the waveforms of the sounds

they produce.

The Gambang

The gambang is a xylophone-type instrument with a four-octave range. Its keys

are made from various types of hardwoods and are held by nails directly onto a wooden

trough resonator, which is decoratively carved (Taylor 1989: 41; Serafini 1993,

unpublished observations). The instrument is played with a pair of long, thin mallets

which have padded discs on the ends. The mallets play an octave apart, in passages which

elaborate the main melody, or balungun. The gambang is illustrated below:



Figure 1. Gambang (reproduced from Becker 1980: 4).

The Gender

The gender represents one of the two types of bronze key instruments found in the

gamelan. Thin plates are laced together and suspended over individual bamboo or tin

resonators. The gender's range extends over two octaves and is played with a pair of

padded mallets. Its difficult technique calls for dexterity and co-ordination as syncopated

rhythms elaborate the balungun with intricate formulas of variations (Susilo 1991). At the

same time, the heel of each hand dampens the previous note at appropriate points to

prevent (or allow) the keys to resonate (Susilo 1991). It is illustrated here:
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Figure 2. Gender (reproduced from Becker 1980: 4).

The Demung

The individual tube resonators distinguish gender-type instruments from the

second type of bronze-key instruments known collectively as sarons. All sarons have five

to seven thick bronze keys which are slightly arched over their length and are cushioned

on a wooden trough resonator (Taylor 1989: 33). Their range extends over an octave, but

their tessitura or pitch height (and hence their function) depend upon which saron is being

played. The saron used in this experiment is the demung, which utilizes the lowest pitch

range of the sarons and is used functionally to play the balungun, or basic melody. The

keys are struck with a single mallet made of wood or buffalo horn. While one hand plays

the melody, the other hand is used to dampen the previous note. The demung is shown

below:
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Figure 3. Demung (reproduced from Becker 1980: 4).

The Kenong and Bonang

There are different types of gongs in a Javanese gamelan, some suspended

vertically and struck with a padded beater, and others laid out horizontally in sets. Both

types have a central boss and produce a definite pitch, but those arranged horizontally

have a much deeper rim and rest on crossed cords over decorated hollow box frames

(Midgley 1976: 107). These are described as "pot gongs" or "gong kettles" (Taylor 1989:

24), and this experiment used two different sets of these "gong kettles": a) the kenong

and b) the bonang. The kenong is the larger gong kettle of the two, and functions as a

punctuating instrument. If a gamelan contains instruments for both slendro and pelog

tuning systems, nine to twelve individual kenongs will be included (four or five tuned to

the slendro scale and five to seven tuned to the pelog scale) (Taylor 1989: 26; Serafini

1993, unpublished observations). The bonang contains two rows of smaller gong kettles,

laid one behind the other in the same frame. The instrument is used to accompany and

elaborate the melody, often in intricate patterns with a pair of padded beaters. The

kenong and the bonang are illustrated below:
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Figure 4. Kenong and Bonang (reproduced from Becker 1980: 5).

The Siter

The final instrument used here, the siter, differs from the other instruments in that

it is a plucked zither. The 13 or 14 pairs of strings are stretched over a bridge to a set of

tuning keys (Taylor 1989: 58). A shallow box resonator and four legs supports the

structure, with the wider and raised end positioned farthest away from the performer.

This instrument also elaborates on the melody and can be played with or without plectra in

performance settings (ibid). The example used for this study did not employ a plectrum.

The siter is illustrated here:
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Figure 5. Siter (reproduced from Becker 1980: 4).

Line drawings of a complete Central Javanese gamelan orchestra and a brief description of

the instruments can be found in Appendix 1. Those instruments which are used as stimuli

in this experiment are highlighted to give a sense of their place in the overall context of the

gamelan orchestra. For the present, waveforms of the isolated tones are shown below.

They were collected from the digital signal processing software found on the NeXT

computers of UBC's Computer Music Studio.
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Figure 6. Waveforms of all stimuli.

Functional Usage of Instruments

In order to strictly compare the timbres of the instruments described above, their

functional usage in the gamelan is not adopted for the "melody" context of the experiment

(with the exception of the demung). In normal performance settings, the siter, bonang,

gender, and gambang have polyphonic textures that would interfere with judgments in a

simple timbre similarity task. However, mallets and damping appropriate to each

instrument are used, all instruments being played by Daniel Scheidt, a senior member of
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the Vancouver Community Gamelan 6 Tone 5, which is common to both slendro and

pelog tunings, is used for the isolated tone context. The seven-note melody (in pelog

tuning) comes from a Javanese collection of pieces, and is titled Bubaran UDAN MAS.

The balungun for the entire piece is found in Appendix 1, and the seven-note melody used

here is highlighted.

Equipment

Digital recordings were made by sound engineer Dieter Piltz in the Centre for

Contemporary Arts "gamelan room" at Simon Fraser University with a Sony TCD-D10

Pro DAT recorder and a Fuji R-120 DAT tape, using an AKG 414 Condenser Mic and a

48-kHz sampling rate. The sounds from the DAT tape were then downloaded onto a

Macintosh Ilci, where SoundDesigner II for Protools (Version 2.3) was used to create

and edit soundfiles that were later presented to subjects. These sounds were also

downloaded onto NeXT workstations using EDSND at the University of British Columbia

and a phase vocoder at the University of Washington to perform acoustical analyses. The

testing of subjects took place in the Psychology Department's Psychophysics laboratory at

the University of British Columbia, in a soundproof booth specifically designed for

auditory experiments. The above-mentioned DAT machine was controlled by the

experimenter outside the booth and sounds were presented binaurally through high quality

headphones inside the booth.

6Because of his role in playing the instruments. Daniel Scheidt NN .as not used as a subject in the
experiment.



Sound Editing

Some compromises were made concerning the equalization of pitch and duration

during sound editing. It was decided that preserving the natural timbral character of the

instruments would be the prime objective in the sound editing stage and outweigh strict

equalization in pitch, duration, and tempo (in the melodies). Differences in pitch from one

instrument to another were minimal (the maximum difference was 11 Hz) and small

enough not to distract subjects' attention away from rating only the timbres (Krumhansl

and Iverson 1992; Iverson 1993b). Compressing or expanding the sounds to equalize the

duration resulted in large amounts of phase shift that severely distorted the timbres. Small

differences in duration for the isolated tones and tempo for the melodies were

consequently left intact.' As will be seen below, subjects were forewarned of small

differences as performance nuances, instructed to ignore them and to concentrate solely on

the timbre of the instruments. Room and mic noise were eliminated up to the initial attack

of the sound but not beyond this point, again because of the severe timbral changes that

occurred when this was attempted.

Procedure

An informal experiment served to equalize the loudness of the sound stimuli, and

the pairs to be judged were randomized for each subject. The six timbres, specifically the

gambang, gender, demung, kenong, bonang, and siter, were presented twice at the

beginning of each of the two contexts to familiarize the subjects with the stimuli, followed

by ten practice trials. Pairs of the timbres were presented consecutively (one instrument at

34

7 Several "takes" were made of each instrument in the recording phase. and a high amount of consistency
in duration and tempo was achieved from the available choices.
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a time) in two contexts: a) isolated tones (Tone 5), and b) the seven-note Javanese

melody (Pelog tuning). Subjects were asked to rate the similarity of the pairs of timbres

on a scale of 1 (very dissimilar) to 10 (identical). Half of the subjects in each group

received the "isolated tone" context first and the other half received the "melody" context

first, to ensure that this order did not systematically bias the structures recovered by MDS.

All possible consecutive pairs of the six timbres were heard four times in both orders, so

that by the end of the experiment each combination was judged eight times by each

subject. Same-instrument pairs were heard four times only, bringing the total number of

experimental trials for each subject in each context to 144.

As explained earlier, twenty musicians participated in the experiment. Subjects

were divided into two groups. The Western group (N=10) were all enrolled in the

School of Music at the University of British Columbia and had no familiarity with

Javanese music, as determined by a pre-experiment questionnaire. The Gamelan group

(N=10) were also extensively involved in musical activities, but in addition had received

instruction from Javanese musicians and possessed a minimum of two years performance

experience with the Vancouver Community Gamelan. Subjects were not paid.

At the beginning of each session, the experimenter explained to the subjects that

they were involved in a timbre perception study, and that they were to rate the similarities

of six timbres to be presented consecutively in pairs. A diagram of the rating scale was

posted in the booth for reference, and subjects were instructed to write down a number

between 1 and 10 in the space provided on sheets of paper, where 1 represented very

dissimilar timbres and 10 represented identical timbres. Subjects were encouraged to use

whichever number they felt corresponded to their judgments and to use the practice trials

to adjust their rating strategy. To avoid fatigue, short breaks were taken at every 36 trials

until all 144 trials were completed.

All subjects were told that the recordings came from natural instruments, not

synthesized tones, and that slight fluctuations may have been present in the frequency,
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tempo of the melodies, or the duration of the tones. They were instructed to ignore these

differences and judge only the similarity of the timbres to one another. Western subjects

were reminded that the timbres of the instruments and intervals between melody notes

were unfamiliar to them and to resist making an aesthetic judgment, concentrating instead

on judging the similarity of the timbres. Gamelan subjects were instructed not to make

aesthetic judgments based on the performance of the tones or melodies. Instructions for

the two subject groups differed only in this respect. The duration of a complete session

for each subject was typically 90 minutes, including instruction previous to and subject

feedback following the experiment.

Analysis of Subject Responses

Following the completion of all sessions, similarity matrices were constructed to

allow an examination of the judgments to see if any instrument-order effects existed--that

is whether judgments differed for the pair gambang-kenong versus kenong-gambang. It

was statistically determined through correlation tests that serious order effects did not

exist, and matrices were therefore collapsed so the eight judgments were averaged into a

single value for a particular instrument pair. For example, Table la shows a value of

5.494 for the gambang-kenong pair in the isolated tone context and Table lb shows a

value of 5.8 for the melodic context. For each listener then, one collapsed matrix in each

context was used, and a total of twenty matrices were subjected to MDS analysis using the

INDSCAL computer program. Tables la and lb show average responses of each subject

group for each context.
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Western Average Across Subjects

TONES

Gambang Kenong Gender Demung Bonang

Kenong 5.494

Gender 8.2755 5.669

Demung 4.969 5.267 5.6875

Bonang 5.2625 6.0065 4.719 5.619

Siter 2.4125 3.9065 3 5.2005 3.4525

MELODIES

Gambang Kenong Gender Demung Bonang

Kenong 5.8

Gender 4.9145 4.5625

Demung 4.2565 5.5545 5.6355

Bonang 4.415 7.769 4.5315 5.363

Siter 2.0065 3.065 2.8 4.09 4.209

Tables la & lb. Western Similarity Ratings--Average Across Subjects.
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Gamelan Average Across Subjects

TONES

Gambang Kenong Gender Demung Bonang

Kenong 5.9375

Gender 8.3 6.4375

Demung 4.975 5.3 6.1125

Bonang 5.5 7.2625 4.9375 5.6625

Siter 2.4375 2.7125 2.475 3.325 2.6875

MELODIES 1

Gambang Kenong Gender Demung Bonang

Kenong 5.3455

Gender 5.463 5.017

Demung 4.1875 5.804 6.692

Bonang 4.5125 8.917 5.075 5.742^.

Siter 1.95 2.366 2.7375 2.8245 2.5835

Tables 2a & 2b. GameIan Similarity Ratings--Average Across Subjects.
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Some differences can be seen from the ratings shown above, notably those of the siter.

The Gamelan group generally rates the siter as more dissimilar (indicated by lower

numbers) than the Western group, particularly in the melodic context. Other combinations

in both contexts are generally rated as more similar (indicated by higher numbers) by the

Gamelan group. Again, these matrices serve only to illustrate the structure of the matrices

used in the MDS analysis. In each context, one matrix for each subject was used so that

twenty matrices were utilized in the isolated tone context and twenty matrices were

utilized in the melodic context. The results from the MDS analysis and conclusions drawn

from these results are given below, in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Multidimensional Scaling Solution: Isolated Tones

As described in Chapter 2, the Multidimensional Scaling program used to analyze

the data represent similarity ratings as distances in an n-dimensional geometric space.

Instruments rated as more similar are represented closer together in the space and those

rated as more dissimilar are more distant. The derived stimulus configuration was

represented in a Cartesian space of two dimensions. Other timbre studies (especially of

Grey and his colleagues) found three-dimensional solutions in their analyses, but used a

larger number of stimuli, in some cases up to sixteen. Because this study employed only

six stimuli, only two dimensions were recovered. The diagram below illustrates where the

instruments lie in relation to one another based on the similarity ratings of the isolated

tones by all 20 subjects:

INDSCAL of Tone Similarities--Stimulus Configuration
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Figure 7. INDSCAL of Tone Similarities--Derived Stimulus Configuration.
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Along dimension one (x-axis), it can be seen that the gambang and gender (the two "soft"

instruments) as well as the kenong and bonang (the two "kettle-gongs") are geometrically

close, indicating that their timbres were rated as being very similar according to an (as of

yet) unidentified acoustical property. The demung was rated as more similar to the

kenong and bonang than the gambang-gender pair, but still relatively dissimilar to both of

these pairs, and the siter was rated as least similar to the other instruments on this

dimension as seen from its location at the edge of the axis. Along dimension two (y-axis),

the gambang and gender are still geometrically close together, indicating they were ranked

similarly on this dimension as well. The siter and demung also have little distance between

them, as do the kenong and bonang. When the solution is subjected to a hierarchical

cluster analysis (Johnson 1967), showing how the instruments "link" together in terms of

similarity, the following structure is revealed:

Gender^Gambang^Demung^Kenong^Bonang^Siter

Figure 8. Cluster diagram of instruments in Isolated Tone context.
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Subject Weights: Isolated Tones

Of interest here is not only how similarly the instruments' timbres are rated, but

how they are rated by each group. The INDSCAL program allows us to examine

individual subject weights of each dimension, and a representation of these weights in a

Cartesian space gives us an overall sense of whether the two groups have relatively similar

or different perceptions of the stimuli. The illustration below shows the weight each

subject gave to each dimension in the isolated tone context:

INDSCAL of Tone Similarities--Subject Weights
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Dimension 1

Figure 9. INDSCAL of Gamelan-Western Tone Similarities--Subject Weights.
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As seen above, those in the Gamelan group, represented by "G", are mixed together with

those from the Western group, represented by "W". The solution suggests that the two

groups did not perceive the similarity of the timbres in a distinctly different manner from

one another in an isolated tone context. Most subjects gave the first dimension more

weight than the second, as can be seen from the gathering of subjects towards the right

and somewhat lower side of the space. Averaging over subjects for each group,

dimension one was given a mean weight of 0.63 and dimension two was given a mean

weight of 0.64 by the Gamelan group, while the Western group gave dimension one a

mean weight of 0.7 and dimension two 0.46. These weights imply that dimension one had

a greater influence than dimension two in subjects' ratings for the Western group while

dimension two influenced the ratings of the Gamelan group slightly more than dimension

one. Independent t-tests were used to compare the means of the Gamelan and Western

groups in each dimension to determine if a statistically significants difference in their

perceptions was present. It can be seen from the table below that no significant difference

was detected between the groups for either dimension, indicated by the p-values being

above 0.05. The table below summarizes these results:

Mean Standard
Deviation

Degrees of
Freedom

P value

Dimension 1 H

Gamelan 0.627 0.214 18 0.556

Western 0.695 0.287
Dimension 2 0

Gamelan 0.645 0.204 18 0.116

Western 0.46 0.289

Table 3. T-test statistics for Gamelan-Western Tone Similarities.

8 The commonly used p<0.05 is considered significant.



Multidimensional Scaling Solution: Melodies

We now turn to the findings of the melodic context. The same procedure to detect

order differences was used for the melodies as for the isolated tones, and again, no serious

order effect was found. Matrices were collapsed and subjected to MDS analysis, and

again a two dimensional solution was achieved. The stimulus configuration of the

melodies is different from the solution of the isolated tones:

INDSCAL of Melody Similarities--Stimulus Configuration
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Figure 10. INDSCAL of Melody Similarities--Derived Stimulus Configuration.
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In a melodic context, subjects still found the gambang and gender very similar to

each other and found the siter different from the rest of the instruments on dimension one

(the x-axis). The perceptual change on this dimension occurred between the other three

instruments, as the demung became timbrally similar to the kenong and bonang. The

vertical axis, dimension two, reveals a more drastic change among four of the six

instruments compared to the isolated tones. The gambang and gender remained in almost

the same position on this axis. The kenong and demung have switched places from that of

the tones, indicating the kenong became perceptually more distant from the bonang. The

rank ordering of the instruments was also affected by the new position of the siter, which

separated from the other instruments on both dimensions and found itself at the edge of

the space on the outskirts of both axes. Clustering analysis showed that the demung joined

the bonang first, with the kenong following closely behind. Recalling the tones, the

kenong/bonang clustered together and the demung joined the gambang/gender.

Essentially a shift in the timbre perception of the demung and the siter occurred in

relation to the other instruments when they were heard in a melodic context. The

clustering diagram below illustrates these points:
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Gender Gambang Kenong Bonang Demung Siter

Figure 11. Cluster diagram of instruments in A Ielody context.

Subject Weights: Melodies

The subject weights configuration for the melodic context reveals a dramatic departure

from that of the isolated tones. Here in the melodies, we see the two groups split apart

from each other, with most of the Westerners gathering in one area of the diagram, and

most of the Gamelan group crowding in a different area of the diagram. There is an

insignificant amount of overlap in a small number of subjects, but as a whole the two

groups definitely perceived the timbres in distinctly different ways during the melodic

context. In this context, the Gamelan group assembled toward the bottom right edge of

the space, indicating that dimension one played a much more important role than

dimension two in their timbre perception. In contrast, the Westerners gave only slightly

more weight to dimension one than dimension two, as can be seen from their tendency to
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group toward the top left area of the space. The following diagram illustrates the above

points:

INDSCAL of Melody Similarities--Subject Weights
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Figure 12. INDSCAL of Melody Similarities--Subject Weights.

Numerical weights support these observations. For the Gamelan group, dimension one

was given a mean weight of 0.906 and dimension two was given 0.23 while the Western

group gave dimension one a mean weight of 0.62 and dimension two 0.48. T-tests were

performed, and a statistically significant difference was found between the Gamelan and

Western groups in both dimensions. The table below displays these results:
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Mean Standard
Deviation

Degrees of
Freedom

P value

Dimension 1

Gamelan 0.906 0.145 18 0.024

Western 0.626 0.327
Dimension 2 II

Gamelan 0.232 0.26 18 0.046

Western 0.487 0.272

Table 4. T-test statistics for Gamelan-Western Melody Similarities.

Interpreting the Dimensions: Acoustical Analysis

In addition to analyzing and presenting the similarity judgments of subjects, we

must also try to discover which acoustical features are responsible for these judgments.

The stimulus configurations presented earlier in Figures 7 and 10 gave solutions in two

dimensions. The task now at hand is to ascertain what acoustic features correlate in a

statistically significant manner with these dimensions. As mentioned in the literature

review in Chapter 2, Grey (1975) described a number of specific features that appeared to

explain the amount of similarity in the synthetic tones he used, and other researchers have

confirmed or added to these traits. These acoustic features are logical candidates to begin

testing for significant correlations in the MDS solution arrived at here. Based on the work

of Grey and others, spectral centroid is the prime candidate for interpreting the first

dimension. The methods of examining centroid, as well as a previously uninvestigated

feature named here as attack centroid, are discussed below. A possible acoustical factor

in the perception of inharmonic sounds, but one that has remained unexplored in an

48
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experimental setting, is the amplitude envelope of the entire tone. Fluctuations in the

amplitude envelope produced by the interaction of inharmonic partials is described by

Giles as occupying a special place in the musical aesthetics of Java and Bali (1974), so it is

appropriate that it be explored. This factor as well as spectral density were investigated in

an effort to account for the second dimension. 9 Acoustical factors accounting for

dimension one are discussed below, followed by discussions concerning dimension two.

Spectral Centroid

Centroid refers to the "distribution of spectral energy in the tones" (Sandell 1991:

146) and is calculated according to a formula where each frequency component is

weighted by its linear amplitude, summed together, and divided by the sum of the

amplitudes alone (ibid). A single frequency is left which serves to "identify the midpoint

of spectral energy concentration" (ibid). The nature of the harmonics in the gamelan

tones, however, varies over time. The centroid formula was therefore applied at every t

milliseconds over the duration of the tone, averaging these values together into a single

frequency. In the calculations for the gamelan tones, it was decided that t=50 millisecond

intervals provided sufficient resolution to obtain accurate values. This formula is shown

below:

9 Other acoustical factors, whose measurement methods are explained in Sandell (1991), were also
investigated but did not correlate in a statistically significant manner. These factors may not have
correlated due to the inharmonic nature of some sounds, and the almost pure tone quality of others. The
acoustical factors include onset/offset synchron). peak amplitude synchrony, and perceptual attack time.
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d^hE E fin atn

t = 0 n = 1 

d^h

E E atn

t = 0 n = 1

d = duration of the tone (milliseconds ),
h = number of harmonics,
f„, = frequency of harmonic ti at time t ,
a„, = amplitude (linear)) of harmonic t, at time t

Formula 1. Centroid formula for a tone (reproduced from Sandell 1991: 150).

Attack Centroid and Centroid Envelope

What has been named here as attack centroid simply refers to the centroid

calculated for the first 50 milliseconds of the tone. This point was chosen because

researchers have indicated that timbre partly depends on transient cues produced during

the first 20-50 milliseconds following the onset of a tone (Dowling and Harwood 1986:

69).

A mathematical procedure whereby a finite complex waveform (either periodic or

non-periodic) is expressed as a sum of its component pure tone (sinusoidal) waveforms is

called Fourier Analysis. Rather than examining a multitude of Fast Fourier Transforms

(FFT's), which are discrete approximations to a Fourier Transform, or reading a table of

centroid values at each 50 millisecond interval, it was more convenient to visually track
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changes in centroid over the duration of a tone in a graph. This was accomplished by

producing a centroid envelope. A centroid envelope was created simply by plotting the

centroid values for each time t (in this case each 50 msec) over the duration of the tone

(Sandell 1991: 156). The figures below show the centroid envelope for each instrument,

as well as the frequency values of the attack centroid and overall centroid. It can be seen

that the attack centroid is higher than the overall centroid for every instrument except the

bonang, where the attack centroid is lower.

Temporal Centroid Envelope: Gambang

Figure 13. Temporal Centroid Envelope: Gambang.
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Figure 15. Temporal Centroid Envelope: Gender.
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Figure 16. Temporal Centroid Envelope: Demung.

Temporal Centroid Envelope: Bonang
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Figure 17. Temporal Centroid Envelope: Bonang.
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Temporal Centroid Envelope: Siter

Figure 18. Temporal Centroid Envelope: Siter.

Note that the values on the frequency axis (the y-axis) vary from tone to tone in these

diagrams. This variation only serves to magnify and clarify the changes in shape and

direction of each centroid envelope over time.

The figures below show the centroid envelopes of all instruments together. In

Figure 19 we can clearly see that the siter differs quite drastically in centroid from the

other instruments during the attack and initial decay portions of the tone, and occupies the

same general frequency range as the other instruments during the final decay. Figure 20

shows the envelope of each instrument more clearly, particularly the gambang, kenong,

and gender.
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Figure 19. Temporal Centroid Envelopes showing all stimuli together.
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Figure 20. Temporal Centroid Envelopes showing all stimuli together, 3-D series.
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A bar graph serves to put the differences found between the centroids of these instruments

into another perspective. In Figure 21, the left bar represents the Centroid value and the

right bar represents the Attack Centroid value.

Centroids and Attack Centroids
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Figure 21. Bar graph of Centroids and Attack Centroids.

Correlation of Acoustic Properties to Perceptual Data: Isolated Tones

There are various statistical techniques to determine the "best fit" of a physical

scale to a perceptual one. When there are several explanatory variables (eg. the centroid

and attack centroid) to explain or predict a single response variable (eg. a similarity

judgment), multiple linear regression is used (Moore and McCabe 1989: 680). Multiple

regression analysis was performed on both centroid and attack centroid to determine how

these factors correlated with the MDS solution of the stimuli. Axes of the original
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solution for the isolated tones were rotated 225 degrees to obtain the best fit. 1 ° In this

context, centroid was found to be a significant factor in timbre similarity judgments

(R2=0.874, p=0.009), though the high amount of variance accounted for is also due partly

to the contribution of the second dimension's standard coefficient (dimension 1=-0.957,

dimension 2=0.098). Attack centroid correlated slightly better if one looks at the

standard coefficient of dimension two (R 2=0.845, p=0.012, std coef for dimension 1=-

0.952, dimension 2=-0.01). Though the R2 and p values are slightly lower for attack

centroid than for overall centroid, dimension one accounts for these numbers in attack

centroid with less contribution from dimension two than does overall centroid, and hence

attack centroid provides a better interpretation of dimension one.

Correlation of Acoustic Properties to Perceptual Data: Melodies

In the melodic context, recall that the Gamelan group weighted dimension one

much more heavily than dimension two and that the Western group weighted the two

dimensions almost evenly. Here, centroid again emerged as correlating significantly with

dimension one (R2=0.892, p=0.028, std coef for d1=-0.677, d2=-0.436), but attack

centroid correlated much higher with dimension one and less with dimension two

(R2=0.987, p=0.001, std coef for d1=-0.897, d2=-0.179). Interpretations of these results

in the context of past timbre research will be given following further acoustical and

statistical analysis regarding dimension two.

10 The rotated solution is the one shown in Figure 7.



Spectral Density

What has been named here as spectral density simply refers to the number of

harmonics found in a tone. Because the acoustical and perceptual study of inharmonic

tones has been largely ignored in the past, a measurement was devised for spectral density

that utilized two different signal processing packages. The first used a series of Fast

Fourier Transforms (FFT's) collected from the NeXT signal processing software at the

University of British Columbia's Computer Music Studio. All frequency values over

amplitude 100 were noted for each stimulus sound. This amplitude value does not refer to

decibels, but rather to an arbitrary scale based on linear divisions of a 48kHz sampling

rate. Since it was unlikely that each of these values would be perceived as a harmonic, a

comparison was made to a second package--a pitch-tracking analysis made at the

University of Washington's Systematic Musicology Laboratory. The pitch-tracking

analysis is based on a slightly modified algorithm developed by Judith Brown of MIT and

symbolically indicates which frequencies are most salient at 10 millisecond intervals over

the duration of the tone." The frequencies of the fundamental and harmonics could then

be identified at a glance by a line of symbols which appeared over the time axis. Those

harmonics that coincided with >100 amplitude frequencies identified by the FFT were

recorded and used to estimate the number of harmonics that were present in the tone, that

is, the amount of spectral density. The bar graph below shows the spectral density of each

instrument:

11 It was unclear how accurately- this program handled inharmonic sounds. therefore it was used in
combination with the FFT results.
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Figure 22. Bar graph of Spectral Density of all stimuli.

These measurements accounted for the second dimension of the melody configuration in a

statistically significant manner (R 2=0.939, p=0.011, std coef for d1=-0.396, d2=-0.726).

Although the R2 and p values suggest that spectral density accounts for the second

dimension of the melodic context, the contribution to the R 2 value by the standard

coefficient of dimension one is quite high, implying that other acoustical factors may yield

a more homogeneous interpretation .

Amplitude Envelope

We now turn to amplitude envelopes, since they are suspected of playing a role in

the perception of inharmonic timbres (Giles 1974). Amplitude envelopes of the

instruments were obtained from digital signal processing software developed at the

IRCAM laboratories in Paris for the NeXT computers at the University of Washington's
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Electronic Music Studio. Figures 23-28 clearly show that certain instruments, specifically

the garnbang, kenong, and bonang, have high-amplitude attack portions and decay quickly

while the demung and siter have relatively low-amplitude attack portions and decay more

gradually. The gender is different from the others in that it is the only instrument whose

amplitude is sustained at a relatively high level over a considerable portion of the tone,

followed by a swift decay. Though there has been speculation that the amplitude envelope

plays a role in timbre perception of inharmonic sounds, it is unclear whether the entire

envelope is involved or if only a specific portion of it affects perceptual judgments.

The amplitude envelopes obtained from the IRCAM software allowed comparisons

to be made between instruments based on consistent and acoustically meaningful divisions.

Envelopes were partitioned into quarters according to their own maximum duration by the

analysis software and eight sets of coordinates were then chosen that effectively outlined

the shape of the envelope. These points were comprised of the amplitude levels at the

points of initial attack, maximum, initial decay, four levels of sustainment, and the final

decay. To allow comparisons from a different perspective, these values were also

examined as ratios of the maximum amplitude. Average levels of the entire envelope were

given as part of the output and tested in a regression analysis. They did not correlate

significantly, suggesting that perhaps a specific portion of the envelope accounted for the

second dimension. All of the eight points mentioned above were tested separately and

none gave an adequate interpretation of the second dimension. All combinations were

tested next, by taking the mean, or average, of the individual values.

Based on the attention given in the literature to the attack portions of tones, it was

anticipated that the level of initial attack or a combination of initial attack, maximum, and

initial decay would account for the second dimension. Oddly, it was not the attack portion

of the amplitude envelope that correlated significantly, but the middle portion, or what can

be loosely termed the sustained portion of the tone. Specifically, the mean of the second

and fourth quartiles of the amplitude envelope showed a statistically significant correlation
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with the second dimension (R 2=0.739, p=0.039, std coef d1=-0.003, d2=0.919). 12

Amplitude envelopes and specific "sustained" amplitude levels for each instrument are

indicated below. Note that each instrument is scaled to its own maximum.

Amplitude Envelope: Gambang

Figure 23. Amplitude Envelope: Gambang.
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12 The mean of the second, third, and fourth "sustained" values is an almost identical measure to the one
given here. Its correlation was virtually the same.
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Amplitude Envelope: Gender
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Figure 25. Amplitude Envelope: Gender.



Amplitude Envelope: Demung

Figure 26. Amplitude Envelope: Demung.

Amplitude Envelope: Bonang
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To better visualize how these levels compare to one another, values are presented in the

bar graph below:

Sustained Amplitudes

Figure 29. Bar graph of Sustained Amplitude levels.
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Also noteworthy is the fact that this correlation applied only to the stimulus configuration

of the melodic context. Recall from this configuration that the along the y-axis, or

dimension two, the gambang and gender are close together, corresponding to the two

highest values seen in the bar graph. Next comes the kenong, though it is somewhat

higher in the bar graph than its geometric distance in the configuration would lead one to

expect. The remaining three instruments also correspond to their rank orderings in the

configuration, but the siter is similarly higher in the bar graph than the configuration would

predict. These subtleties may explain why the R 2 -value is not as high as the R2-value

found in the interpretation of the attack centroid for dimension one. The rank ordering of

the entire set, however, is not violated as it is in the isolated tones, leading us to speculate

that the portion of the amplitude envelope described above affects timbre perception only

in a melodic context, where stimuli are heard for longer periods of time.

Uninterpretable Dimension in Isolated Tones

In the configuration of the isolated tones, none of the acoustic factors that were

tested accounted for dimension two. The second dimension for the isolated tone context

therefore remained uninterpretable in the acoustic sense, implying there may have been an

unspecified psychological or cognitive factor at work, such as identification of the

instruments.

The following table summarizes the acoustical factors that best interpret each

dimension in the isolated tone and melodic contexts:
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TONES

Acoustic factor R2 value P value

Dimension 1 Attack Centroid 0.845 0.012

Dimension 2 N/A N/A

MELODIES

Acoustic factor R2 value P value

Dimension 1 Attack Centroid 0.987 0.001

Dimension 2 Sustained Amp. 0.739 0.039

Table 5. Interpretations for MDS dimensions in Isolated Tone and Melody contexts.

Conclusions

The first conclusion that can be made is that timbre perception is affected for those

who are familiar with the musical/cultural context of the stimuli, but only in a musical

context. Removed from a musical context, subjects process timbre in a manner that does

not depend on familiarity with the stimuli. This conclusion is consistent with the analogies

made earlier to Rosch's study, which stated that lower-level perceptual processes involved

with processing isolated tones should not be affected by the way a culture organized

isolated tones into higher-level perceptual processes involved with a musical context.

This study clearly shows that isolated tones are processed and perceived in a consistent
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manner by groups with and without familiarity of the culture/music while the effects of

cultural/musical learning are triggered only in a musical context .

Acoustically, the attack centroid (the spectral centroid covering the first 50

milliseconds of the tone), rather than the overall centroid, proves to be a slightly more

significant factor in timbre organization in an isolated tone context, bearing approximately

equal weight with an unidentified, likely psychological, second factor. In contrast, a

melodic context invokes a different timbral schema when the musical/cultural context of

the stimuli is familiar from when subjects are not familiar with the context of the stimuli.

In a melodic context, the attack centroid is heavily emphasized by the Gamelan group in

their timbre organization, rather than the often-quoted overall centroid. Attack centroid

may have emerged as the best interpretation due to a two-step process that serves to

delineate instrumental lines in a Javanese gamelan performance setting: a) the well-known

role of the attack in instrument identification, and b) the role of instrument identification in

following various temporal structures in Javanese gamelan music.

The sustained amplitude level, measured by averaging the values of the second

and fourth quartiles in the amplitude envelope, is a second acoustic factor in timbre

organization during a melodic context. The evidence presented here gives experimental

support to Giles' speculation that the amplitude envelope is important in the perception of

inharmonic sounds. The results described above, however, indicate that amplitude

envelope plays a more important role in timbre organization for those who are unfamiliar

with a Javanese musical context than for those who are. We may speculate that subjects

who are familiar with a particular musical/cultural context may inhibit or suppress their

attention to specific acoustic information in order to focus on what is meaningful in that

context. Conversely, those who are not familiar with a musical/cultural context may not

have learned to streamline or focus their attention on the attributes that give meaning to a

particular context. We may further speculate that the acoustic parameters that interpret

the configurations' dimensions may apply to inharmonic tones in general, and this study
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provides enough evidence in that direction to warrant further studies. Testing these

possibilities may combine what has been established in speech and music research to shed

light on the processes of auditory perception in general.

Revisiting the Cultural Insider

Recalling the work of Hubel and Wiesel, as well as Werker, Tees, and Kuhl, our

visual and speech perception abilities are crucially affected, if not determined, by input

stimuli at critical stages of development early in life, when the brain is "plastic" enough to

physiologically adapt to the demands of stimuli in the environment. It seems, however,

that it is possible for adults to adjust their perceptions to foreign environments, to subtly

alter their modes of organization by becoming familiarized with sets of stimuli. In auditory

perception, these stimuli could be the sounds of a foreign language or a foreign music.

In revisiting our "cultural insider learning curve", it would seem that an important

distinction needs to be maintained between the perceptions of someone who has become

familiar with a musical or cultural context in adulthood and someone who is native to that

culture and has been exposed to its auditory idiosyncrasies at critical stages of perceptual

development. This study clearly shows that becoming familiar with a musical/cultural

context in adulthood is sufficient to invoke a different process of timbral organization than

from a naive listener, but it is not possible to say whether this process is necessarily one

that Javanese musicians would employ. Again, more extensive studies and innovative

methodology are needed to answer this question.

In a broader sense, this study shows that an experimental or empirical approach to

inspect cognitive processes that vary on a cultural level is a valid one, producing

meaningful results that shed light on significant aspects of cross-cultural music perception,

and suggesting future studies to probe its many complex issues
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APPENDIX 1

ARRANGEMENT OF A CENTRAL JAVANESE GAMELAN

Figure 30. Arrangement of a Central Javanese Gamelan (reproduced from Kartomi 1980: 118).



Instruments in a Central Javanese Gamelan

Instrument^ Description

75

Gong ageng
Gong suwukan
Kempul
Kenong
Ketuk & Kempyang
Kendang/Ketipung
Rebab
Saron (Panerus, Barung, Demung)

Slentem

Bonang (Panerus, Barung)
Gender (Panerus, Barung)

Gambang
Suling
Celempung/Siter

Large gong (vertical)
Medium gong (vert.)
Small gong (vert.)
Large kettle gong (horiz.)
Medium kettle gongs (horiz.)
Drums
Bowed fiddle
Metallophone (thick keys,

single trough resonator)
Metallophone (thin keys,

indiv. resonating tubes)
Small kettle gongs (horiz.)
Metallophone (thin keys,

indiv. resonating tubes)
Xylophone (wooden keys)
Flute
Plucked zither

Bubaran UDAN MAS (Pelog tuning)

777 5672 .765 67.5
6532 6532 .323 6532
6532 6532 323 6532
7567 5672 .765 6765
7567 5672 765 6765

The above shows the balungun (basic melody) for Bubaran UDAN MAS. The seven-note
melody used in the experiment is indicated in bold print. The numbers refer to specific
keys struck on the instrument, and dots signify rests. The seven keys of the demung are
shown below as an illustration.

Figure 31. Demung showing numbered keys (adapted from Becker 1980: 4).
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